The Grand Tour
Frequently Asked Questions
Q: In which language is this tour run?

A: The tour is fully run in English. Our tour leaders are native English speakers, making this
experience a great opportunity for your kid to improve their English skills.
Q: What is the model of the sailing boats?
A: For "A journey through time" you will board on a 42-feet Catamaran Bali 4.2, our top
luxury choice. For "Power, status, & culture" we have chosen a 51-feet Bavaria, ideal for
learning sailing skills. The boats and the crews are provided by our trusted partners at
Sails & Experience.
Q: Are the cabins all double?
A: Yes, all the cabins in our boats are double. In "Jouney Through Time" we sell only
double rooms, ideally to be shared between a parent and a kid. In "Power, Status, &
Culture" the guests will share their cabins. In any case will only allow guests of same sex to
share a cabin, unless explicitly request otherwise, and with parents approval. On land we
will always offer single beds when required.
Q: How will you make sure that the experience is truly educational?
A: We at Celeste take pride of our passion for culture and education. We have carefully
selected brilliant researchers from top Academic institutions and designed with them an
interactive learning program carefully adapted to the age groups. The educational
journey will begin well in advance of your trip, through online lectures and resources.
During the trip the guests will be always engaged with games, questions and activities.
Q: I would like assistance for booking flights. Could you help me?
A: Yes. We can help booking your flights, including private flights.
Q: I would like to spend more time travelling in Italy before or after the tour. Could
you assist?
A: Yes! At Celeste we are proud designers of refined tours. Let us know your needs and
we can arrange unique experiences and unforgettable holidays in the region and beyond.

